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*FHK- Florida Healthy Kids

Non-Formulary Prescription Request
Override(s)
Prior Authorization

Approval Duration
1 year

Medications
Non-Formulary Prescription Requests

Quantity Limit
Subject to possible quantity limits

APPROVAL CRITERIA
I.
In order to receive a non-formulary medication, the individual must meet one of the
following criteria:
A. Individual has previously tried and failed 2 (two) formulary products (when
available): One of which has to be in the same specific drug class; the other product
can be in a different drug class however it must have the same indication as the
product requested; OR
B. For combination products: individual has previously tried and failed 2 (two)
formulary products (when available): One of which must be in the same
specific class as at least one ingredient in non-formulary combination product;
OR
C. For Non-Formulary antibiotics/ anti-virals/ anti-fungals, individual has previously
tried and failed one formulary antibiotic/ anti-viral/ anti-fungal product within the
same route of administration; OR
D. The individual has a documented drug interaction with a formulary drug; OR
E. The individual has documented adverse drug experiences (side effects, adverse
drug reaction) with a formulary drug.
II.

Any request for a Non-Formulary medication that does not meet the
criteria in section I shall be subject to medical necessity review.

State name
N/A

State Specific Mandates
Date effective
Mandate details (including specific bill if applicable)
N/A
N/A
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This policy does not apply to health plans or member categories that do not have pharmacy benefits, nor does
it apply to Medicare. Note that market specific restrictions or transition-of-care benefit limitations may apply.

